1. The purpose of this note is to establish some nonzero elements in the homotopy groups of spheres. This results from unstabilizing a method of Adams. Namely, an Adams spectral sequence is used to detect elements in w n +%(S n ) for various n and i; in addition to the d and e invariants of Adams, the Hopf invariants are used to show that certain of these elements are nonzero. One consequence will be the following.
Consequence. The groups 7T4+t (S 4 ) are nonzero for all ièzO. 3. There is a short exact sequence of differential vector spaces:
where i is the inclusion and h is defined on the allowable basis by
From this, there derives a long exact sequence t -s) . Unstably, the functions 0 n (w) (set $n(w)=0(m) for n è 6) also describe a vanishing line, possibly modulo a tower, as follows.
THEOREM. El n+i (S n )=0 for s><f> n (i) t except for the tower at i = 0, and the tower which occurs when n is even and i = n -l. This can be proven using the stable vanishing line 0(m) of Adams [l], (3.1), and downward induction.
COROLLARY. In the 2-component of T n +i{S n ), each element has order
This is of course the unstable analogue of [l, p. 69]. There is also a similar vanishing line for each prime p, and all together give a bound for the order of any element (of finite order).
5. Let P be the periodicity operator defined by the Massey product P(x)= {x, XQ, X7}. The following table describes some (not all) nonzero elements in E 2 (S n ) near the vanishing line. They are cycles in every E r (S n ) for which they are defined, as the differentials on them land in the vanishing-zone or in a tower. The elements P^Kco), P*~Wo), P*(A 7 ), -P*(*î), P*(*i), PW2), P*(&oA 2 ), P*(^o^3) are shown never to be boundaries in the stable Adams spectral sequence because of nonzero d or e invariants; see [2]» [7] , [8], [9] . Hence, by naturality of suspension, their precursors are never boundaries in each E r (S n ) of the mod-2-RLCSSS. The Hopf-invariant &*: E r (S z )~+E r (S 5 ) shows that the elements P*(X 2 X?), P*(\2X?) are not boundaries in any E r (S 3 ), since A* of them are not boundaries in £ r (5 6 ). Similarly, the elements PHX3X1), P k (kz\*) and P*(X 3 X?) are never boundaries in any £ r (5 4 ).
6. For odd primes p y the E^term of the mod-£-RLCSSS for odd spheres is described in [4, §8] . The analogous vanishing statement is E 2 Stn+i (S n ) = 0, for all odd n, and s> [i+3/2p-2]. Also, in filtration k and dimension 3+2fe(£ -1) -1, E 2 (S Z ) has a single generator say a*. As all differentials on a* land in the vanishing zone, a* is a permanent cycle; also, a* is never a boundary, shown by a mod~p version of [9] . Thus au detects a nonzero class of order p in wz+2k( P~i )-i(S z ). Of course the element detected by a* is just (a nonzero multiple of) Toda's cth shown to be nonzero by Adams' e-invariant argument.
7. It is now easy to exhibit some nonzero homotopy classes, as each of the elements in the table detects a nonzero class in 7r*(S w ) for the corresponding value of n. Using also the elements a* (3) for stems ) is nonzero at least for all i^l (mod 8). BIBLIOGRAPHY 
